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Dr. Speckhard gives the inside story of what puts vulnerable individuals on the terrorist trajectory and what might make them back
off of it. With more than 400 interviews with terrorists and their friends, family members, and hostages, she is one of the few
experts to have such a breadth of experience.
This book examines the doctrine of giving no concessions to terrorists, and uses empirical research to establish whether there is
any link between negotiating with such groups and the spread of violence. The logic of the no-concessions doctrine is based on
the argument that other terrorist groups multiply when they realize that terrorism succeeds in achieving political goals. Proponents
of the no-concessions doctrine have argued that there is a pattern in terrorist contagion which results from giving in to their
demands. Statistical evidence for terrorist contagion is not convincing enough, however, as depicting an increase in terrorist
incidences as a consequence of concessions could merely imply a flawed causality. Without an explanation for such correlations
we are left wondering whether other reasons could be decisive in the increase in terrorist actions. Based on field research in four
countries and interviews with current and former members of several different terrorist groups, this book establishes a qualitative
relationship between concessions to terrorists on the one hand and (non-)contagion of other terrorist groups on the other. The
deterrence effect, intended by the imperative never to concede, is seriously challenged. In fact, it can be precisely through
concessions that groups mentalities and actions are called into question. The book will be of great interest to students of terrorism
and political violence, war and conflict studies, security studies and IR/politics. Carolin Goerzig is a Post-Doctoral Fellow at the EU
Institute for Security Studies in Paris and has a PhD in Political Science from Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich.
In a career spanning decades, Mitchell B. Reiss has been at the center of some of America’s most sensitive diplomatic
negotiations. He is internationally recognized for his negotiation efforts to forge peace in Northern Ireland and to stem the nuclear
crisis in North Korea. In Negotiating with Evil, Reiss distills his experience to answer two questions more vital today than ever:
Should we talk to terrorists? And if we do, how should we conduct the negotiations in order to gain what we want? To research this
book, Reiss traveled the globe for three years, unearthing hidden aspects of the most secret and sensitive negotiations from
recent history. He has interviewed hundreds of individuals, including prime ministers, generals, intelligence operatives, and former
terrorists in conflict-torn regions of Europe, Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East. The result is a fascinating examination of the
different methods countries have employed to confront terrorist movements, the mistakes made, the victories achieved, and the
lessons learned. Negotiating with Evil is a penetrating and insightful look into high-stakes diplomacy in the post-9/11 world and a
vital contribution to the global security debate as the United States and its allies struggle to confront terrorist threats abroad and at
home.
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Recommended by leading terrorist experts, top educator and kids Dr. Carole's new book deals with the aftermath of horror that
visited our nation on September 11, 2001...by helping teachers and families better educate children about the realities of terrorism
in our world.
As the fifth full year of America's global war on terrorism continues, statistics concerning terrorist attacks show a disturbing trend:
from a twenty-one-year high in 2003, attacks tripled in 2004 and then doubled in 2005. And as the incidence of terrorist attacks
increased, so has the number of terrorists. While the primary leaders of the Taliban, al Qaeda, and al Qaeda in Iraq remain at
large, a 2006 Department of Defense study reportedly identified thirty new al Qaeda-affiliated terrorist groups that have been
created since September 11, 2001. We may not have metrics that measure our success in the war on terrorism, but these realities
certainly illuminate our failures. In Thinking Like a Terrorist, former FBI counterterrorism agent Mike German contends that the
overarching problem is a fundamental failure to understand the terrorists--namely, what they want and how they intend to get it.
When our counterterrorism policies are driven by misunderstanding and misperception, we shouldn't be surprised at the results.
Today's terrorists have a real plan--a blueprint that has brought them victory in the past--that they are executing to perfection;
moreover, their plan is published and available to anyone who bothers to read it. Once the terrorists' plan is understood, we can
develop and implement more effective counterterrorism strategies. A former undercover agent who infiltrated neo-Nazi terrorist
groups in the United States, German explains the terrorist's point of view and discusses ways to counter the terrorism threat.
Based on his unusual experience in the field, Thinking Like a Terrorist provides unique insights into why terrorism is such a
persistent and difficult problem and why the U.S. approach to counterterrorism isn't working.
"An impressive combination of diligence and verve, deploying Ackerman’s deep stores of knowledge as a national security
journalist to full effect. The result is a narrative of the last 20 years that is upsetting, discerning and brilliantly argued." —The New
York Times "One of the most illuminating books to come out of the Trump era." —New York Magazine An examination of the
profound impact that the War on Terror had in pushing American politics and society in an authoritarian direction For an entire
generation, at home and abroad, the United States has waged an endless conflict known as the War on Terror. In addition to
multiple ground wars, it has pioneered drone strikes and industrial-scale digital surveillance, as well as detaining people
indefinitely and torturing them. These conflicts have yielded neither peace nor victory, but they have transformed America. What
began as the persecution of Muslims and immigrants has become a normalized, paranoid feature of American politics and
security, expanding the possibilities for applying similar or worse measures against other targets at home. A politically divided
country turned the War on Terror into a cultural and then tribal struggle, first on the ideological fringes and ultimately expanding to
conquer the Republican Party, often with the timid acquiescence of the Democratic Party. Today's nativist resurgence walked
through a door opened by the 9/11 era. Reign of Terror will show how these policies created a foundation for American
authoritarianism and, though it is not a book about Donald Trump, it will provide a critical explanation of his rise to power and the
sources of his political strength. It will show that Barack Obama squandered an opportunity to dismantle the War on Terror after
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killing Osama bin Laden. That mistake turns out to have been portentous. By the end of his tenure, the war metastasized into a
broader and bitter culture struggle in search of a demagogue like Trump to lead it. A union of journalism and intellectual history,
Reign of Terror will be a pathbreaking and definitive book with the power to transform how America understands its national
security policies and their catastrophic impact on its civic life.
Patrisse Khan-Cullors' and asha bandele's instant New York Times bestseller, When They Call You a Terrorist is now adapted for
the YA audience with photos and journal entries! A movement that started with a hashtag--#BlackLivesMatter--on Twitter spread
across the nation and then across the world. From one of the co-founders of the Black Lives Matter movement comes a poetic
memoir and reflection on humanity. Necessary and timely, Patrisse Khan-Cullors’ story asks us to remember that protest in the
interest of the most vulnerable comes from love. Leaders of the Black Lives Matter movement have been called terrorists, a threat
to America. But in truth, they are loving women whose life experiences have led them to seek justice for those victimized by the
powerful. In this meaningful, empowering account of survival, strength, and resilience, Cullors and asha bandele seek to change
the culture that declares innocent black life expendable.
Using rare field research, this book investigates whether and how talking may transform terrorist violence. Given the failings of
today’s dominant counterterrorism strategy, is talking a viable policy option to transform conflicts marked by terrorist violence?
This book examines the reasons why "negotiating with terrorists" is so often shunned by decision-makers and scholars as a policy
response, concluding that such objections are primarily based on a realist and statist understanding of terrorism that has
dominated the field so far. Based on interviews with top rebel and military commanders in the southern Philippine region of
Mindanao and interviewing key actors in Northern Ireland, Terrorism, Talking and Transformation investigates how talking may
contribute to the transformation of conflicts marked by terrorist violence. The result of this analysis is a theoretically grounded,
empirically recognizable and emancipation oriented framework that can be used to investigate the potential of talking in
transforming not only terrorist (and counterterrorist) violence, but also the underlying structural violence that often surrounds it.
This book will be of much interest to students in the fields of terrorism studies, security studies, Southeast Asian studies, conflict
resolution/transformation and IR in general, and of use to practitioners in the field.
In compiling this annotated bibliography on the psychology of terrorism, the author has defined terrorism as "acts of violence
intentionally perpetrated on civilian noncombatants with the goal of furthering some ideological, religious or political objective." The
principal focus is on nonstate actors. The task was to identify and analyze the scientific and professional social science literature
pertaining to the psychological and/or behavioral dimensions of terrorist behavior (not on victimization or effects). The objectives
were to explore what questions pertaining to terrorist groups and behavior had been asked by social science researchers; to
identify the main findings from that research; and attempt to distill and summarize them within a framework of operationally
relevant questions. To identify the relevant social science literature, the author began by searching a series of major academic
databases using a systematic, iterative keyword strategy, mapping, where possible, onto existing subject headings. The focus was
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on locating professional social science literature published in major books or in peer-reviewed journals. Searches were conducted
of the following databases October 2003: Sociofile/Sociological Abstracts, Criminal Justice Abstracts (CJ Abstracts), Criminal
Justice Periodical Index (CJPI), National Criminal Justice Reference Service Abstracts (NCJRS), PsycInfo, Medline, and Public
Affairs Information Service (PAIS). Three types of annotations were provided for works in this bibliography: Author's Abstract -- this
is the abstract of the work as provided (and often published) by the author; Editor's Annotation -- this is an annotation written by
the editor of this bibliography; and Key Quote Summary -- this is an annotation composed of "key quotes" from the original work,
edited to provide a cogent overview of its main points.
Defines in a dictionary style format terms usually associated with terrorism, such as extremist, fundamentalist, and terrorist.
A fascinating insider's look at the subterranean world of secret negotiations between terrorist groups and governments
An extraordinary story, never before told: The intimate, behind-the-scenes life of an American boy raised by his terrorist father—the man who
planned the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. What is it like to grow up with a terrorist in your home? Zak Ebrahim was only seven years
old when, on November 5th, 1990, his father El-Sayyid Nosair shot and killed the leader of the Jewish Defense League. While in prison,
Nosair helped plan the bombing of the World Trade Center in 1993. In one of his infamous video messages, Osama bin Laden urged the
world to “Remember El-Sayyid Nosair.” For Zak Ebrahim, a childhood amongst terrorism was all he knew. After his father’s incarceration,
his family moved often, and as the perpetual new kid in class, he faced constant teasing and exclusion. Yet, though his radicalized father and
uncles modeled fanatical beliefs, to Ebrahim something never felt right. To the shy, awkward boy, something about the hateful feelings just
felt unnatural. In this book, Ebrahim dispels the myth that terrorism is a foregone conclusion for people trained to hate. Based on his own
remarkable journey, he shows that hate is always a choice—but so is tolerance. Though Ebrahim was subjected to a violent, intolerant
ideology throughout his childhood, he did not become radicalized. Ebrahim argues that people conditioned to be terrorists are actually well
positioned to combat terrorism, because of their ability to bring seemingly incompatible ideologies together in conversation and advocate in
the fight for peace. Ebrahim argues that everyone, regardless of their upbringing or circumstances, can learn to tap into their inherent
empathy and embrace tolerance over hatred. His original, urgent message is fresh, groundbreaking, and essential to the current discussion
about terrorism.
In this revised edition, the author analyzes the new adversaries, motivations, and tactics of global terrorism that have emerged in recent
years, focusing specifically on how Al Qaeda has changed since 9/11; the reasons behind its resiliency, resonance, and longevity; and its
successful use of the Internet and videotapes to build public support and gain new recruits. He broadens the discussion by evaluating the
potential repercussions of the Iraqi insurgency, the use of suicide bombers, terrorist exploitation of new communications media, and the
likelihood of a chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear terrorist strike. Looking at the U.S., he reconsiders the Timothy McVeigh case and
the threats posed by American Christian white supremacists and abortion opponents as well as those posed by militant environmentalists and
animal rights activists. He argues that the attacks on the World Trade Center fundamentally transformed the West's view of the terrorist
threat.
In contrast to the widely held assumption that terrorists as crazed fanatics, Jerrold Post demonstrates they are psychologically "normal" and
that "hatred has been bred in the bone". He reveals the powerful motivations that drive these ordinary people to such extraordinary evil by
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exploring the different types of terrorists, from national-separatists like the Irish Republican Army to social revolutionary terrorists like the
Shining Path, as well as religious extremists like al-Qaeda and Aum Shinrikyo. In The Mind of the Terrorist, Post uses his expertise to explain
how the terrorist mind works and how this information can help us to combat terrorism more effectively.
Talking to TerroristsUnderstanding the Psycho-Social Motivations of Militant Jihadi Terrorists, Mass Hostage Takers, Suicide Bombers and
Martyrs to ComAdvances Press
Escaping from Taliban-controlled Afghanistan in the summer of 2001, eleven-year-old Fadi and his family immigrate to the San Francisco Bay
Area, where Fadi schemes to return to the Pakistani refugee camp where his little sister was accidentally left behind.
The peace agreement in Northern Ireland has been held up as a beacon for conflict resolution around the world. The lessons of Ulster have
been applied by prime ministers, presidents, diplomats and intelligence agents to many areas of violent conflict, from Spain to Sri Lanka, from
Afghanistan to Iraq and, frequently, the Israel-Palestine crisis. From Belfast to Basra, the notion that it is necessary to engage in dialogue with
one's enemies has been fetishised across the political spectrum. Talking to terrorists is a necessary pre-requisite to peace, it is argued, and
governments should avoid rigid pre-conditions in their attempt to bring in the extremes. But does this understanding really reflect what
happened in Northern Ireland? Moreover, does it apply to other areas where democratic governments face threats from terrorist
organisations, such as in the Basque region of northern Spain? In challenging this notion, the authors offer an analytical history of the
transition from war to peace in Northern Ireland, and compare the violent conflict in the Basque country over the same period, demonstrating
how events there have developed very differently than the advocates of 'the Northern Ireland model' might presume. The authors recognise
that governments have often talked to terrorists and will continue to do so in the future. But they argue that what really matters is not the act
of talking to terrorists itself but a range of other variables including the role of state actors, intelligence agencies, hard power and the wider
democratic process. Above all, there is a crucial difference between talking to terrorists who believe that their strategy is succeeding and
those who have been made to realise that their aims are unattainable by violence.
Terrorism is one of the most significant security threats that we face in the twenty-first century. Not surprisingly, there is now a plethora of
books on the subject, offering definitions of what terrorism is and proffering advice on what causes it and how states should react to it. But
one of the most important questions about terrorism has, until now, been left remarkably under-scrutinized: does it work? Richard English
now brings thirty years of professional expertise studying terrorism to the task of answering this complex - and controversial - question.
Focussing principally on four of the most significant terrorist organizations of the last fifty years (al-Qaida, the Provisional IRA, Hamas, and
ETA), and using a wealth of interview material with former terrorists as well as those involved in counter-terrorism, he argues that we need a
far more honest understanding of the degree to which terrorism actually works - as well as a more nuanced insight into the precise ways in
which it does so. Only then can we begin to grapple more effectively with what has become one of the most challenging and eye-catching
issues of our time.

“Atran explores the way terrorists think of themselves and teaches us, at last, intelligent ways to think about terrorists.”
—Christopher Dickey, Newsweek Middle East Editor and author of Securing the City Talking to the Enemy by Scott Atran
is an eye-opening and important book that offers readers a startling look deep inside terror groups. Based on the
author’s unprecedented access to and in-depth interviews with terrorists and jihadis—including Al Qaeda, Hamas, and
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Taliban extremists, as well as members of other radical Islamic terror organizations—Talking to the Enemy provides fresh
insight and unexpected answers to why there are people in this world willing to kill and die for a cause. A riveting,
compelling work in the tradition of The Looming Tower and Terror in the Name of God, Talking to the Enemy is required
reading for anyone interested in making the world a safer, more secure place for everyone.
It has long been an article of faith that the United States does not ''talk to terrorists that to engage in dialogue with groups
such as Hamas, Hezbollah, and the Muslim Brotherhood would be tacitly to acknowledge their status as legitimate
political actors. Not so, argues Middle East expert Mark Perry. In the absence of dialogue, we have lumped these groups
together with Al Qaeda as part of a monolithic enemy defined by a visceral hatred of American values. In reality, while
they hold deep grievances about specific US policies, they are ultimately far more defined by their opposition to the
deliberately anti-political Salafist ideology of Al Qaeda. Drawing on extensive interviews with Washington insiders, Perry
describes fruitful covert meetings between members of the US armed forces and leaders of the Iraqi insurgency to
demonstrate that talking to terrorists may be best way to end terrorism controversial wisdom we ignore at our peril.
This book examines the history of “the Troubles” in Northern Ireland in the 1970s-1990s and compares it with the
situation in the Gaza Strip. The book takes as its cue the tragic events in Gaza in July 2014, when Israel launched
Operation Protective Edge which began seven weeks of bombardment of Gaza and which led to rocket attacks by the
Palestinians on Israel. In all over 2,200 people were killed. The book provides a brief history of the violence in both
countries. It then analyzes the Northern Ireland Peace Process that resulted in the Good Friday Agreement in 1998,
which ended decades of violence and led to relative peace in Northern Ireland through the process of “talking to
terrorists.” The book suggests seven creative lessons for a peaceful way forward between the Israelis and the
Palestinians.
Children's questions about terrorism can be penetrating and hard to answer. This book helps adults answer those difficult
questions - What do terrorists want? When will terrorism end? The authors provide simple, objective explanations and try
where possible to reassure, while being careful not to raise unrealistic expectations.
The remarkable memoir of an Iraqi woman who escaped from captivity in Baghdad and became America's leading
undercover counter-terrorist expert. Here is the story of an anonymous counter-terrorism expert, a young woman, who, in
disguise, has penetrated front groups of anti-American terrorist organizations operating in this country. In this edge-of-theseat memoir, she chronicles her escape from Iraq via Iran to Israel, following a great tragedy that befell her family at the
hands of Saddam Hussein. She also details how she became involved in intelligence gathering for the United States, her
adoptive country, while working for an antiterrorism group. With her unique insights into how terrorist groups veil their true
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operations by various means, she was able to infiltrate and identify dangerous terrorist organizations and entities working
undetected in the United States. Terrorist Hunter provides fascinating and shocking information on how federal agencies,
chiefly the FBI and the State Depart-ment, repeatedly ignored or mishandled important information she provided. She
reveals her role in exposing terrorist supporters who the White House considered to be friends, in preventing the
government from funding terrorist activities, and in the deportation of terrorists and their supporters. She also reveals how
she discovered a billion-dollar scheme that rich Saudi Arabians set up to filter money to terrorist groups, through charities
and businesses in the United States -- information that the FBI sat on for years, until after 9-11.
I will not surrender to terrorism By Mr.Gijo Vijayan. This book aims at preventing a person from becoming a terrorist. The
author aim at killing the motive behind terrorism, whatever may be the reason behind. Forgive and forget, the world will
be safer. An eye for an eye make the whole world blind, said Mahatma Gandhi. If you know anyone, who has extreme
and radical views on religion or any ideology, that cause harm to society. This book can be an eye opener to narrow
minded people, who think I am right and whole world is wrong. Stop revenge, forgive and forget, the world will be safer.
For nations to live in peace, stop quest for dominance, stop trying to grab someone's land or sea. More investment in
military makes common people suffer indirectly. Billions of dollars spent on military expenses can be diverted for
betterment of the lives of people, if there is no friction between nations. Billions of dollars spent on atom bombs, missiles,
ships, fighter planes etc will eventually of no use to the betterment of humanity. If a third world war occurs, there won't be
anyone left to celebrate victory, so it is foolishness to wage war in the name of any ideology or religion.There is only One
way to stop terrorism - Education. When millions of people refuse to become terrorist at any cost - by applying thought,
the purpose of this book is achieved. To kill terrorism, we must kill the motivation behind terrorism. When you refuse to
become a terrorist, you make the world safer. When millions of people around the world refuse to become terrorists, we
all win. So, take a pledge today itself, -I will not become a terrorist. -I will not allow my kids to become terrorists. -I will not
change my mind, because of people or circumstances around me. -No media, politics or religion can manipulate me. -I
will help misguided people to leave the path of terrorism.
Finding Abu Musab al Zarqawi, the leader of Al Qaeda in Iraq, had long been the U.S. military's top priority -- trumping
even the search for Osama bin Laden. No brutality was spared in trying to squeeze intelligence from Zarqawi's suspected
associates. But these "force on force" techniques yielded exactly nothing, and, in the wake of the Abu Ghraib scandal,
the military rushed a new breed of interrogator to Iraq. Matthew Alexander, a former criminal investigator and head of a
handpicked interrogation team, gives us the first inside look at the U.S. military's attempt at more civilized interrogation
techniques -- and their astounding success. The intelligence coup that enabled the June 7, 2006, air strike onZarqawi's
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rural safe house was the result of several keenly strategized interrogations, none of which involved torture or even
"control" tactics. Matthew and his team decided instead to get to know their opponents. Who were these monsters? Who
were they working for? What were they trying to protect? Every day the "'gators" matched wits with a rogues' gallery of
suspects brought in by Special Forces ("door kickers"): egomaniacs, bloodthirsty adolescents, opportunistic stereo
repairmen, Sunni clerics horrified by the sectarian bloodbath, Al Qaeda fanatics, and good people in the wrong place at
the wrong time. With most prisoners, negotiation was possible and psychological manipulation stunningly effective. But
Matthew's commitment to cracking the case with these methods sometimes isolated his superiors and put his own career
at risk. This account is an unputdownable thriller -- more of a psychological suspense story than a war memoir. And
indeed, the story reaches far past the current conflict in Iraq with a reminder that we don't have to become our enemy to
defeat him. Matthew Alexander and his ilk, subtle enough and flexible enough to adapt to the challenges of modern,
asymmetrical warfare, have proved to be our best weapons against terrorists all over the world.
"I looked around the room and I thought, I'm the only person in this room that hasn't killed anyone" Talking to Terrorists is
a play commissioned by the Royal Court and Out of Joint. The writer, director Max Stafford-Clark, and actors interviewed
people from around the world who have been involved in terrorism. They wanted to know what makes ordinary people do
extreme things. As well as those who crossed the line, they met peacemakers, warriors, journalists, hostages and
psychologists. Their stories take us from Uganda, Israel, Turkey, Iraq and Ireland - to the heart of the British
establishment. Talking to Terrorists was produced Out of Joint Theatre Company at the Royal Court Theatre and on a UK
tour in 2005.
Across the world governments proclaim that they will never ‘negotiate with evil’. And yet they always have and always
will. From jungle clearings to stately homes and anonymous airport hotels, Talking to Terrorists puts us in the room with
the terrorists, secret agents and go-betweens who seek to change the course of history. Jonathan Powell has spent
nearly two decades mediating between governments and terrorist organisations. Drawing on conflicts from Colombia and
Sri Lanka to Palestine and South Africa, this optimistic, wide-ranging, authoritative book is about how and why we should
talk to terrorists. ‘Essential reading’ Independent ‘Fascinating’ Sunday Times Now includes a new Afterword - Talking
to ISIL *Perfect for fans of The Looming Tower*
Should governments talk to terrorists? Do they have any choice? Without doing so, argues author Jonathan Powell in Terrorists at
the Table, we will never end armed conflict. As violent insurgencies continue to erupt across the globe, we need people who will
brave the depths of the Sri Lankan jungle and scale the heights of the Colombian mountains, painstakingly tracking down the
heavily armed and dangerous leaders of these terrorist groups in order to open negotiations with them. Powell draws on his own
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experiences negotiating peace in Northern Ireland and talks to all the major players from the last thirty years—terrorists, Presidents,
secret agents and intermediaries—exposing the subterranean world of secret exchanges between governments and armed groups
to give us the inside account of negotiations on the front line. These past negotiations shed light on how today's negotiators can
tackle the Taliban, Hammas and al-Qaeda. And history tells us that it may be necessary to fight and talk at the same time.
Ultimately, Powell brings us a message of hope: there is no armed conflict anywhere in the world that cannot be resolved if we are
prepared to learn from the lessons of the past.
Despite a plethora of studies devoted to it, the current understanding of al-Qaeda and the threat it poses remains vague and
ambiguous. Is al-Qaeda a rigidly structured organisation, a global network of semi-independent cells, a franchise, or simply an
ideology? What role did Osama bin Laden play within the group and its terrorist campaign? What does it mean to talk about the
"global Salafi-jihad" threat allegedly confronting the West? In addressing such questions many writers have sought to offer
definitive answers, yet overall the truth about al-Qaeda remains elusive. This book moves beyond this traditional approach in order
to investigate and critically assess how such answers reflect the particular epistemological frameworks within which they are
produced. Its chapters explore the varied contexts within which the obscure entity labelled al-Qaeda is constituted as a
comprehensible object of political, strategic, cultural, and scientific knowledge, and within which 'terrorism' is rendered an
experience of quotidian life. This volume offers a much-needed critical reflection on Western ways of talking and of thinking about
the frightening experience of global terrorism. In trying to know how we know al-Qaeda, it offers us an opportunity to try to know
ourselves and our often hidden assumptions about legitimacy, violence, and political purpose.
The Oklahoma City bombing, intentional crashing of airliners on September 11, 2001, and anthrax attacks in the fall of 2001 have
made Americans acutely aware of the impacts of terrorism. These events and continued threats of terrorism have raised questions
about the impact on the psychological health of the nation and how well the public health infrastructure is able to meet the
psychological needs that will likely result. Preparing for the Psychological Consequences of Terrorism highlights some of the
critical issues in responding to the psychological needs that result from terrorism and provides possible options for intervention.
The committee offers an example for a public health strategy that may serve as a base from which plans to prevent and respond to
the psychological consequences of a variety of terrorism events can be formulated. The report includes recommendations for the
training and education of service providers, ensuring appropriate guidelines for the protection of service providers, and developing
public health surveillance for preevent, event, and postevent factors related to psychological consequences.
Sixteen-year-old Miro had instructions to kill the bus driver immediately. They would then take the busload of children to the bridge
and begin the standoff. Artkin was Miro’s mentor; the mastermind behind this act of terrorism that would get the world’s attention.
But Artkin had told Miro that the bus driver would be an old man. Sixteen-year old Kate sometimes substituted for her uncle and
drove his bus when he was ill. She even got a special license to do so, and she’d always liked kids. She wondered what was
going on when the van in front of her stopped, but when the man and the boy with guns forced their way onto the bus, she knew
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her worst nightmare was beginning.
“This is at the top of my list for best books on terrorism.” –Jessica Stern, author of Terror in the Name of God: Why Religious
Militants Kill How can the most powerful country in the world feel so threatened by an enemy infinitely weaker than we are? How
can loving parents and otherwise responsible citizens join terrorist movements? How can anyone possibly believe that the cause
of Islam can be advanced by murdering passengers on a bus or an airplane? In this important new book, groundbreaking scholar
Louise Richardson answers these questions and more, providing an indispensable guide to the greatest challenge of our age.
After defining–once and for all–what terrorism is, Richardson explores its origins, its goals, what’s to come, and what is to be done
about it. Having grown up in rural Ireland and watched her friends join the Irish Republican Army, Richardson knows from firsthand
experience how terrorism can both unite and destroy a community. As a professor at Harvard, she has devoted her career to
explaining terrorist movements throughout history and around the globe. From the biblical Zealots to the medieval Islamic
Assassins to the anarchists who infiltrated the cities of Europe and North America at the turn of the last century, terrorists have
struck at enemies far more powerful than themselves with targeted acts of violence. Yet Richardson understands that terrorists are
neither insane nor immoral. Rather, they are rational political actors who often deploy carefully calibrated tactics in a measured
and reasoned way. What is more, they invariably go to great lengths to justify their actions to themselves, their followers, and,
often, the world. Richardson shows that the nature of terrorism did not change after the attacks of September 11, 2001; what
changed was our response. She argues that the Bush administration’s “global war on terror” was doomed to fail because of an
ignorance of history, a refusal to learn from the experience of other governments, and a fundamental misconception about how
and why terrorists act. As an alternative, Richardson offers a feasible strategy for containing the terrorist threat and cutting off its
grassroots support. The most comprehensive and intellectually rigorous account of terrorism yet, What Terrorists Want is a daring
intellectual tour de force that allows us, at last, to reckon fully with this major threat to today’s global order. KIRKUS- starred
review "The short answer? Fame and payback, perhaps even a thrill. The long answer? Read this essential, important primer.
Terrorist groups have many motives and ideologies, notes Richardson (Executive Dean/Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study),
but they tend to similar paths: They are founded by mature, well-educated men but staffed by less learned and certainly more
pliable youths; they are fueled by a sense of injustice and the conviction that only they are morally equipped to combat it; they see
themselves as defenders and not aggressors; they often define the terms of battle. And, of course, this commonality: "Terrorists
have elevated practices that are normally seen as the excesses of warfare to routine practice, striking noncombatants not as an
unintended side effect but as a deliberate strategy." Thus massacres, suicide bombings and assassinations are all in a day's work.
Richardson argues against Karl Rove, who after 9/11 mocked those who tried to understand the enemy, by noting that only when
authorities make efforts to get inside the minds of their terrorist enemies do they succeed in defeating them, as with the leadership
of the Shining Path movement in Peru. Still, as Rove knows, if terrorists share a pathology, then so do at least some of their
victims: Once attacked, people in democratic societies are more than willing to trade freedom for security. Richardson closes by
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offering a set of guidelines for combating terrorism, with such easily remembered rules as "Live by your principles" and "Engage
others in countering terrorists with you"–observing, in passing, that the Bush administration's attack on Iraq and subsequent
occupation will likely be remembered as serving as a recruiting poster for still more terrorists. How to win? Develop communities,
settle grievances, exercise patience and intelligence. That said, watch for more terrorism to come: "We are going to have to learn
to live with it and to accept it as a price of living in a complex world."
_________________________________________________________________________________ “Louise Richardson . . . has
now produced the overdue and essential primer on terrorism and how to tackle it. What Terrorists Want is the book many have
been waiting for.”—The New York Times Book Review (Editor’s Choice) “Lucid and powerful, Richardson’s book refutes the
dangerous idea that there’s no point in trying to understand terrorists. . . . rich, readable.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review “The
kind of brisk and accessible survey of terrorism-as-modus operandi that has been sorely missing for the past five years . . . [What
Terrorists Want] ought to be required reading as the rhetoric mounts this campaign season.”—The American Prospect “Richardson
is one of the relative handful of experts who have been studying the history and practice of terrorism since the Cold War. . . . This
book is a welcome source of information. It’s written by a true expert, giving her measured thoughts.”—Christian Science Monitor
“Richardson’s clear language and deep humanity make What Terrorists Want the one book that must be read by everyone who
cares about why people resort to the tactic of terrorism.”–Desmond M. Tutu, Archbishop Emeritus “This is a book of hope.
Terrorism, like the poor, will always be with us in one form or another. But given sensible policies, we can contain it without
destroying what we hold dear.”–Financial Times “A passionate, incisive, and groundbreaking argument that provocatively
overturns the myths surrounding terrorism.”–Mary Robinson, former president of Ireland and former UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights “In its lucid analysis and summary, [What Terrorists Want] is simply the best thing of its kind available now in this
highly crowded area.”–The Evening Standard “If a reader has the time to read only one book on terrorism, What Terrorists Want
is that book. Extensive historical knowledge, personal contacts, enormous analytic skills, common sense, and a fine mix of lucidity
and clarity, make of this work a most satisfying dissection of terrorists’ motives and goals, and of the effects of September 11,
2001. Richardson also offers a sharp critique of American counterterrorism policies, and a sensible plan for better ones.”–Stanley
Hoffmann, Buttenwieser University Professor, Harvard University “An astonishingly insightful analysis by one of the world’s
leading authorities on terrorism, this book is filled with wisdom–based not only on the author’s extensive and long-term study of
terrorism but also on her experience growing up in a divided Ireland.”–Jessica Stern, author of Terror in the Name of God: Why
Religious Militants Kill “A wide-ranging, clear headed, crisply written, cogently argued anatomy of terrorist groups around the
world.”–Peter Bergen, senior fellow, New America Foundation, and author of The Osama bin Laden I Know: An Oral History of al
Qaeda’s Leader “Among the numerous books published on terrorism after the 9/11 attacks, Louise Richardson’s stands out as
an unusually wise, sensible, and humane treatise. An engrossing and lucid book, which hopefully will be read by many and spread
its unique spirit of realistic optimism.” –Ariel Merari, Professor of Psychology, Tel Aviv University “Thoughtful and stimulating . . .
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Controversially, and indeed courageously, [Richardson] argues that, instead of regarding the terrorists–even al-Qaeda types–as
mindless and irrational creatures motivated by dark forces of evil, it would be more constructive to examine and seek to moderate
some of the grievances that drive previously normal and even nondescript characters to kill and maim innocent people they don’t
even know.”–The Irish Times “A textbook and a myth-buster . . . [Richardson] is calling for nothing less than a total re-evaluation
of how we consider, and react to, terrorism. . . . What Terrorists Want ought to be on the bookshelf in every government office.
Certainly, for any student of international affairs it is an essential reading.” –The Atlantic Affairs
'If you see the Black Banners coming from Khurasan, join that army, even if you have to crawl over ice; no power will be able to
stop them' Hadith attributed to the Prophet Muhammad The Black Banners is the ultimate insider's account of the realities of
counter-terrorism. During a decade on the front lines, as the FBI's lead investigator into Al Qaeda, Ali Soufan thwarted plots
around the world and won some of the most important confessions from terrorists - without laying so much as a hand on them.
Most of these stories have never been reported before, and never by anyone with such intimate firsthand knowledge. Soufan takes
us into the interrogation rooms, into the hideouts. He even gives us a ringside seat at bin Laden's personal celebration of the 9/11
bombings. This is a gripping blow-by-blow account of the ten-year hunt for the most dangerous and well-connected Islamist
terrorists - some of whom are still at large. In The Black Banners Soufan also explains why the pervasive use of torture is not
helping in the 'War on Terror', and how a more enlightened approach to intelligence is not only possible, but essential. This is a
story not just of intrigue and bravery, but of empathy. He shows us how terrorists think and operate. And he shows that through
this understanding, they can be stopped and finally brought to justice. Ali Soufan knows the truth about the successes and failures
of countering terrorism. His knowledge is essential to us all.
This in-depth, historical analysis of terrorism investigates the major funding streams of terrorists, insurgents, guerrillas, warlords,
militias, and criminal organizations throughout the world as well as the efforts of the international community to thwart their efforts.
• Examines the financing of major terrorist organizations such as ISIS, Al Qaeda, Hamas, Hezbollah, the Taliban, and other
significant groups • Features maps of key regions and graphs comparing funding streams of various groups • Includes information
derived from interviews with expert threat finance practitioners, academics, scholars, and policy professionals • Provides a
chronology of critical events
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Fast and thrilling . . . Life Undercover reads as if a John le Carré character landed
in Eat Pray Love." —The New York Times Amaryllis Fox's riveting memoir tells the story of her ten years in the most elite
clandestine ops unit of the CIA, hunting the world's most dangerous terrorists in sixteen countries while marrying and giving birth to
a daughter Amaryllis Fox was in her last year as an undergraduate at Oxford studying theology and international law when her
writing mentor Daniel Pearl was captured and beheaded. Galvanized by this brutality, Fox applied to a master's program in conflict
and terrorism at Georgetown's School of Foreign Service, where she created an algorithm that predicted, with uncanny certainty,
the likelihood of a terrorist cell arising in any village around the world. At twenty-one, she was recruited by the CIA. Her first
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assignment was reading and analyzing hundreds of classified cables a day from foreign governments and synthesizing them into
daily briefs for the president. Her next assignment was at the Iraq desk in the Counterterrorism center. At twenty-two, she was fasttracked into advanced operations training, sent from Langley to "the Farm," where she lived for six months in a simulated world
learning how to use a Glock, how to get out of flexicuffs while locked in the trunk of a car, how to withstand torture, and the best
ways to commit suicide in case of captivity. At the end of this training she was deployed as a spy under non-official cover--the
most difficult and coveted job in the field as an art dealer specializing in tribal and indigenous art and sent to infiltrate terrorist
networks in remote areas of the Middle East and Asia. Life Undercover is exhilarating, intimate, fiercely intelligent--an impossible
to put down record of an extraordinary life, and of Amaryllis Fox's astonishing courage and passion.
Terrorism, jihad, fundamentalism, blowback. These and other highly charged terms have saturated news broadcasts and everyday
conversation since September 11th. But to keen ears their meanings change depending upon who's doing the talking. So what do
these words really mean? And what are people trying to say when they use them? Each of the thirteen essays in Collateral
Language offers an informed perspective on a particular word or phrase that serves as a building block in the edifice of post-World
Trade Center rhetoric. In some cases this involves a systematic examination of the term in question (e.g. "anthrax" or "unity")its
historical roots, the development of its meaning and usage in the U.S. over time, and its employment in the current context. In
other cases authors provide a set of more philosophical or autobiographical reflections on a particular idea (e.g. "vital interests" or
"evil"), suggesting a need to consider the ethical and moral implications of using the concept uncritically. In every instance,
however, the overriding goal is to give the reader a set of practical tools to analyze the political language that surrounds all of us at
this critical point in our nation's history. Witty, informative and highly readable, Collateral Language is a lexicon of political
terminology and an indispensable tool for understanding the current conflict.
Terrorists engage in propaganda and rhetoric, even though they prefer the power of deed over word. They use a wide variety of mechanisms
of moral disengagement to convince themselves of the rightness of their actions, a necessary prerequisite for taking up arms. The articles
collected together in this excellent volume focus on the rhetoric and propaganda used by insurgent terrorists to justify their resort to violence.
The volume includes a thoughtful introduction which summarizes the main findings of the literature, drawing attention to the many different
kinds of terrorist propaganda and the underlying similarity between them.
This new edition of John Horgan's critically acclaimed book is fully revised and expanded. The book presents a critical analysis of our existing
knowledge and understanding of terrorist psychology. Despite the on-going search for a terrorist pathology, the most insightful and evidencebased research to date not only illustrates the lack of any identifiable psychopathology in terrorists, but demonstrates how frighteningly
'normal' and unremarkable in psychological terms are those who engage in terrorist activity. By producing a clearer map of the processes that
impinge upon the individual terrorist, a different type of terrorist psychology emerges, one which has clearer implications for efforts at
countering and disrupting violent extremism in today's world. In this 2nd edition, Horgan further develops his approach to the arc of terrorism
by delving deeper into his IED model of Involvement, Engagement and Disengagement – the three phases of terrorism experienced by every
single terrorist. Drawing on new and exciting research from the past decade, with new details from interviews with terrorists ranging from alPage 13/15
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Qaeda to left-wing revolutionaries, biographies and autobiographies of former terrorists, and insights from historic and contemporary terrorist
attacks since 2005, Horgan presents a fully revised and expanded edition of his signature text. This new edition of The Psychology of
Terrorism will be essential reading for students of terrorism and political violence, and counterterrorism studies, and recommended for
forensic psychology, criminology, international security and IR in general.
Malcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Outliers, offers a powerful
examination of our interactions with strangers and why they often go wrong—now with a new afterword by the author. A Best Book of the
Year: The Financial Times, Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and Detroit Free Press How did Fidel Castro fool the CIA for a generation? Why did
Neville Chamberlain think he could trust Adolf Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television sitcoms teach us something
about the way we relate to one another that isn’t true? Talking to Strangers is a classically Gladwellian intellectual adventure, a challenging
and controversial excursion through history, psychology, and scandals taken straight from the news. He revisits the deceptions of Bernie
Madoff, the trial of Amanda Knox, the suicide of Sylvia Plath, the Jerry Sandusky pedophilia scandal at Penn State University, and the death
of Sandra Bland—throwing our understanding of these and other stories into doubt. Something is very wrong, Gladwell argues, with the tools
and strategies we use to make sense of people we don’t know. And because we don’t know how to talk to strangers, we are inviting conflict
and misunderstanding in ways that have a profound effect on our lives and our world. In his first book since his #1 bestseller David and
Goliath, Malcolm Gladwell has written a gripping guidebook for troubled times.
In See No Evil, one of the CIA’s top field officers of the past quarter century recounts his career running agents in the back alleys of the
Middle East. In the process, Robert Baer paints a chilling picture of how terrorism works on the inside and provides compelling evidence
about how Washington politics sabotaged the CIA’s efforts to root out the world’s deadliest terrorists. On the morning of September 11,
2001, the world witnessed the terrible result of that intelligence failure with the attack on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. In the
wake of those attacks, Americans were left wondering how such an obviously long-term, globally coordinated plot could have escaped
detection by the CIA and taken the nation by surprise. Robert Baer was not surprised. A twenty-one-year veteran of the CIA’s Directorate of
Operations who had left the agency in 1997, Baer observed firsthand how an increasingly bureaucratic CIA lost its way in the post–cold war
world and refused to adequately acknowledge and neutralize the growing threat of Islamic fundamentalist terror in the Middle East and
elsewhere. A throwback to the days when CIA operatives got results by getting their hands dirty and running covert operations, Baer spent
his career chasing down leads on suspected terrorists in the world’s most volatile hot spots. As he and his agents risked their lives gathering
intelligence, he watched as the CIA reduced drastically its operations overseas, failed to put in place people who knew local languages and
customs, and rewarded workers who knew how to play the political games of the agency’s suburban Washington headquarters but not how
to recruit agents on the ground. See No Evil is not only a candid memoir of the education and disillusionment of an intelligence operative but
also an unprecedented look at the roots of modern terrorism. Baer reveals some of the disturbing details he uncovered in his work, including:
* In 1996, Osama bin Laden established a strategic alliance with Iran to coordinate terrorist attacks against the United States. * In 1995, the
National Security Council intentionally aborted a military coup d’etat against Saddam Hussein, forgoing the last opportunity to get rid of him. *
In 1991, the CIA intentionally shut down its operations in Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia, and ignored fundamentalists operating there. When
Baer left the agency in 1997 he received the Career Intelligence Medal, with a citation that says, “He repeatedly put himself in personal
danger, working the hardest targets, in service to his country.” See No Evil is Baer’s frank assessment of an agency that forgot that “service
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to country” must transcend politics and is a forceful plea for the CIA to return to its original mission—the preservation of our national
sovereignty and the American way of life.
A leading expert profiles six terrorists to lend insight into the hostile threats facing the Western world today, drawing on extensive interviews
with Muslim extremists to outline a revisionist theory about what motivates terrorist beliefs and activities.
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